Year 5
Netball
INTERNAL MATCHES THE SEASON FINALE!

On a beautifully warm and
sunny Spring Tuesday
afternoon, the St Faith's year 5
girls took part in some internal
fixtures to celebrate a fantastic
term of netball.
Over the course of the term the
pupils have really enjoyed their
netball, and have worked
supremely hard on developing
their skills and understanding
of the sport. The netball staff
have been incredibly
impressed with the learning
habits shown, and the progress
made by the pupils has been
excellent.

Prior to the fixtures Miss Wacey
selected four teams, who each
were coached by a member of
staff from the netball team;
- Lightning (Mr Clayton-Smith)
- Mavericks (Miss Wacey)
- Sirens (Mr Gillick)
- Stars (Mr Bond)
The draw for the fixtures saw
Lightning playing against
Mavericks, with the remaining
fixture being the clash
between Sirens and Stars.
The matches were played over
four quarters, with each
quarter being 7 minutes
duration. This allowed for
plenty of team talks, tactical
discussions, and general
netball chat!
Read on to find out more
about each of the matches . . . .
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Lightning v Mavericks

Fast and furious from the outset, this game was end to end! It was a real testament to all the hard work
the girls have put in this term, culminating in an almighty spectacle. The atmosphere began to build, as
did the crowd, with the tennis courts lined with supporters awaiting this grand finale, With Miss Wacey
umpiring, both teams knew they would be in for a firm but fair contest, and with the first blow of the
whistle the stage was set.
A blur of letters and colours and the game was on - some exceptional interplay, movement and clinical
shooting from the Mavericks meant that Lightning ended the first quarter a few points down. The
second quarter began as the first had ended, but this time, despite some heroic efforts in defence from
the Lightning players, they couldn’t stop the onslaught on their own goal, conceding a further 4 goals,
but with no reply, time to dig deep.
Half time couldn’t come soon enough for the Lightning, who regrouped, adjusted their tactics, improved
their team chant, and had fire in their eyes ready to pull off the greatest come back! Sadly, it was not to
be. The Mavericks proving a little too quick, too agile, and too sneaky for the Lightning to handle.
However, Team Manager Mr Clayton-Smith was happy with a much-improved defence, double marking
tactics, and some more accurate shooting. Mr C-S said “the girls did well out there. The Mavericks are
always going to be a tough team to beat away from home, they pass the ball accurately, shoot from
anywhere and really caused us trouble with their sublime intercepting. It was like playing against a team
of leaping salmon at some points! Saying that, we (Lightning) put on a great display, improving from
start to finish, demonstrating real resilience and collaboration. I couldn’t be prouder of the girls, and I
look forward to watching both teams make even more progress next year, this is a really exciting group
of players.”
PLAYER OF THE MATCH (awarded by opposing teams!)
Lightning = Helena M
Mavericks = Matilda F
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Sirens v Stars

With the stage set for an epic encounter, the Sirens and Stars teams took to the court feeling confident
in the late afternoon shade. Some wise final words from coaches Gillick and Bond, and an almighty team
scream from the Sirens, and the whistle blew to start the contest.
The Stars team made an excellent start, with Nela in particular being a menace to the opposition
through some outstanding interceptions. In tandem with Poppy, who was showing some excellent
marking skills, this made things difficult for the Sirens. The good news is that both teams were
demonstrating some fantastic netball skills throughout the first quarter. With sharp-shooter Bella P
leading the attack for the Stars, the score at the end of the first period of play was 0-4 to the Stars.
The influence of the famed Gillick team talk was in evidence from the start of the second quarter, with
the Sirens team looking far more menacing both in attack and defence. Some excellent phases of play
were put together by both teams, but the increased competitiveness on both sides meant that this
quarter was extremely tight - finishing 0-1 to the Stars.
The remaining two quarters continued in a similar vain - fabulous work rate, great skills, and bucket
loads of enjoyment all round! The final score was 3-8 to the Stars, but this was a fantastic match to
watch. Mr Gillick said at the final whistle "Congratulations to the Stars and Mr Bond. I thought that both
teams showed some exceptional collaboration skills, really coming together as a group. They listened to
advice during the team talks, and used this to improve their performances - well done to all!"
PLAYER OF THE MATCH (awarded by opposing teams!)
Sirens = Willow K
Stars = Bella P
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